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About This Content

Night Environment: Benelux for FSX: Steam Edition revolutionizes your night flying experience in The Netherlands, Belgium,
and Luxembourg. Using a series of databases, this add-on adds appropriate types of lighting to different kinds of roads and

other areas. 100,000s of lights clearly show how both highways and smaller roads alike. Visual navigation at night becomes an
absolute joy with this stunning pack!

The Night Environment database contains an incredible amount of accurate road data, illuminating roads at night which you
wouldn’t normally see. Our lights have up to a 60 mile radius, so large urban areas and highway junctions will illuminate all

around you as you fly. As the highway lights are raised above the surface and have a lit bitmap below them, a realistic 3D effect
is created.

Night Environment also comes with a configuration tool so you can customize the intensity of your night flying experience.

Features:

Full coverage of The Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg.

All major roads and most smaller roads are illuminated.

Compatible with other scenery add-ons (including Orbx FTX and most photoscenery).

Configurable for hardware performance.
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Management tool, accessible via the Steam Tools menu, which allows you to toggle and adjust the output of all types of
lights.
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This thing is terrible. There's a lot of potential for a solid front office football manager game... but this is not it. unless this
steaming pile gets a MAJOR overhaul I highly reccomend you do not purchase this game. 90% of the game UI.. and the UX is
terrible, laggy, unresponsive, broken and just not even placeholder alpha quality, in many places. The other 10% (if that) is in
the 3d gameplay view... TERRIBLE. Why bother trying to do this if you can't even sort of accomplish it. I MUCH prefer just
watching the top down circles than the sorry excuse for a 3d backend. Again, FAILED HARD.. I hesitated quite long about
whether I would recommend this game or not. But in fact I think that Tidalis isn't interesting enough to be honestly
recommended, or maybe to only be to mega fans of puzzle games. Indeed, there are a lot of possibilities in the gameplay and the
different modes and it can hold some players in front of the screen for a good time, but the difficulty is quite insane sometimes
and very irregular all along the adventure.
Some achievements are quite hard or at least very long to unlock, but you can get most of them by simply letting the game play
by its own. Yes you're reading well: By its own. So where is the reward? In contrary, most of the hardest levels are useless in the
adventure, rewarding nothing at all, and can easily be skipped if you lose (which will arrive quickly if it's hard).
So what is the purpose of this game? To beat some puzzles from time to time maybe, or literally go through the adventure, but
clearly avoid playing too long at once, it could annoy you very quickly. Personally after clearing this game to 100%, I don’t want
to hear about it anymore… ever!. funny, cute little game about a frog thats a detective that solves mysteries, (streamed it on
twitch) it its just over an hour long.
cant wait for the next game :3. Pretty fun rogue like hack n slassh game.
#thanks pets for tanking for my guild.. great game i recommend this game strongly the game is beautiful and the game keeps
you sucked in but though i strongly recommend this game just wait until it goes on sale i bought this not knowing the game was
this short and beat it within 2hrs 9.99 is a bit steep for a 2hr game and once you beat it you could probably get through in under
an hour so wait til the price drops a bit over all score for me 7\/10 great game near perfect exacution but price compared to
length is what will hurt this game. The game is a fun game that is seems like something fun to play during commercials or while
waiting for a queue timer to pop. The controls are standard twinstick shooter, and the keyboard and mouse controls are
serviceable, though aim suffered occasionally due to flying enemies. The isometric perspective works for the format, but all of
the levels and areas look very much the same. No matter what, you're always in the ice level, the lava level, or the forest level
with no variation.

While I enjoyed my time with the game, my first two hours showed me that it does not have a long uptime for me. It will live or
die based on how many people in the community are playing at any one time, with levels being generated and completed as a
group with each person pushing the progress forward.

In it's current state, I do not see myself playing this game much beyond 15 hours but will look in on it when it gets closer to a
full release.

$15 - $20 is a reasonable price for such a game, but in the state I received it (right after the co-op update) I would not
recommend it.

On a related note: the stream commands negatively impacted my experience. It may be part of what pushed it to a not
recommended.
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OneShift is an excellent indie game that combines intelligence and mechanical skill. It makes you think before, during and even
after each level (I won't spoil it), and you also have to know your way around with good hand and eye coordination, but even if
you don't the game is a great tool to exercise and learn.

Overall i give the game a score 9/10. Just because there is too few anime waifus to choose from.. Well worth it, cool ships and
alot of customs + standards. It could be fun to play Greed Corp online, but there is nobody playing this game. It's already quite
old, so no wonder. Anyway, the single player content is rather boring and doesn't make me feel like finishing more than few
maps.. I've spent about 3 hours using the Demo with the D&D 5e rules and I think it's awesome. I created an NPC, imported a
map, and created an encounter on the map. My friends and I have been looking for something like this for years. We've messed
around with other adventuring software and character creators, including the virtual tabletop and other web tools Wizards of the
Coast briefly developed, and this demo puts everything we've used to shame. When I think of all the money we spent on books,
adventures, and website subscriptions I would gladly take it all back and sink every dime of it into Fantasy Grounds.. I love this
game found out about it at a game convention. whent home bought it. It's so fun but sadly no one is on multiplayer but that
doesnt make much of a difference.. Played to completion with Oculus Rift CV1 + Touch - Game was updated by the devs and
Oculus support seems to work flawlessly in the latest version :).

Oodlescape is a fun escape the room type game with roomscale + teleportation support.
You are the only survivor of an AI gone rogue, you need to find a way to stop it (and no one will blame you if you have some
fun and break things along the way).

This game also incorporates some randomness to ensure that subsequent plays upon failures are not entirely identical, so just
because you think you know what needs to be done doesn't mean it will be easy to do it again.

The game unfortunately is quite short, the final puzzles were extremely fun and surprising and I was sad it was over.
Personally I feel the amount of content fits the asking price (more so if on sale) and you will most likely get about 1-2 hours of
playtime (depending on how good you are in escape the room type games).

The developers have shown a lot of love for this title and I hope they will be making more in the future.

Thumbs up from me :). It constantly crashes, which really sucks. And there are so many bugs. But I love the game. Well I love it
up til the unicorn guy because Ive never gotten past that due to crashes. I love that it was made by women! Great job :)
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